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HERE WE GO!

Your table team’s first two tasks (yes, you’re a 
member of a team!):

    1. Name your team; display team name on table.
     
    2. Archeological Dig: Memory Exercise

Name Big Idea Explain Big Idea Image of Big Idea



?
Is it possible that these big ideas have been influencing 

how we’re thinking about and designing learning,

even if we weren’t able to recall them right now?



3 RECURRING BIG IDEAS



YOU CREATED A TABLE 
THAT LOOKED LIKE THIS

Name 
Big Idea

Describe 
Big Idea

Image 
of Big Idea



BIG IDEA #1

Tappers & Listeners 

Expert Blind Spot

The human brain’s tendency to overestimate 
(by a whole lot) our capacity to explain/
convey what’s in our heads to others.
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" Wotuie -zoruie, hu h, guy s ? "

as a workforce, to spend long periods
of time in one place, to secure a stable
food supply, and eventually to invent
agriculture.

T go, a ride to Gobekli Tepe from an
I overweight, tnrculent taxi-driver, a
friend of the hotel receotionist. We left
the city via a gianttraffic circle. Drivers
were entering and exiting this diaboli-
cal wheel from all directions, switching
lanes and cutting each other ofl without
using their turn signals or altering their
speed. Where a non-Urfa driver might
speed up or slow dovm, it seemed, an
Urfa driver preferred simply to honk
his horn. Horn-honking had become a
s)nnbolic rite, evoking thi function once
fiIled, in the world of physical reality, by
use ofthe brake pedal.

The traffic circle eventually dis-
gorged us onto the rural highway to
Mardin, the home town of the worlds
tallest man, an eight-foot-three-inch-
tall farmer with pituitary gigantism. We
drove past numerous dealers in firearms
and agricultural machinery, making
visible the primeval oscillation between
hunting and farming. Exiting onto a dirt
road, which wound for several miles
through the hills, we ended up in a dusty
lot, where a couple of minivans were
parked next to anlnformational tableau.

Two tethered camels gazed at the plains
with droopy, self-satisfied expressions.

I walked past the camels and up a
slope, and came to a group of graduate
students crouched on boulders, hunched
over a drumlike sieve firll of dirt, which
was suspended by cables from a make-
shift wooden tripod. They looked as if
they were trying to invent fire. I asked
what they were doing. A round-faced
young man wearing giasses and apan-
ama hat glanced up, with a tight, con-
versation-ending smile. "Sifting dirt,"
he replied, intensifiring his smile and
turning his back.

I dimbed up the hi1l, toward the soli-
tary mulberry tree that stands at its sum-
mit. Tattered strips of cloth tied to the
branches testi$r toits former use by local
farmers as a "wishing tree." The pillars
came into view, as unfamiliar and unex-
pected as an extraterrestrial setdement.
bne face of the hill had been almost
completely excavated, exposing four
stone circles, each made up of adozenor
so pillars with two larger pillars in the
middle. Several of these megaliths had
sqprisingly poor foundations, and were
now standing thanks only to wooden
supports. Archeologists speculate that
the weak foundations may have had
some acoustic pu{pose: perhaps the pil-
lars were meant to hum in the wind.

During their centwies ofuse, the pil-
lars were periodically buried, with new
pillars built on top ofor alongside the old
ones. The circles thus stand at different
depths in the hill, and have been con-
nected byvarious wooden scaffolds, lad-
ders, and walkways. Jens Notroff, the
graduate student with whom I had coor-
dinated my visit, took me on a tour. It
was an immensely destabilizing land-
scape. Everywhere you looked, you saw
something thatwasn't supposed to exist.
Hunter-gatherers, for example, weren't
supposed to make larger-than-life
human representations, which are a vio-
lation of a purely animistic, nonhierar-
chic world view. And vet. as Notroff
pointed out, the pillars are almost cer-
tarnly humanoid figures, with long nar-
row bodies and large oblong heads.
There are pillars depicted with clasped
hands, or wearing foxtail loindoths. One
is wearing a necklace with a bucranium,
or bulls head. Ifthe pillars represent
specific individuals, the bull might be a
form of identification, a narne, like Sit-
ting Bull.

Because the bas-reliefs of Gobekli
Tepe, unlike the cave paintings of the
Upper Paleolithic, offer no picture of
daily life-no hunting scenes, and very
few ofthe aurochs, gazelles, and deer
that made up most ofthe hunter-gath-
erer diet-they are believed to be s).ryn-
bols, a message we don't know how to
read. The animals might be mlthical
characters, symbolic scapegoats, tribal
families, mnemonic devices, or perhaps
totemic scarecrows, guarding the pillars
from evil. They include a scorpion the
size of a small suitcase, and a jackal-like
creature with an exposed rib cage. On
one pil lar, a row of lump/, eyeless
"ducks" float above an extremely con-
vincing boar, with an erect penis. An-
other relief consists of the simole con-
tour of a fox, like a chalk outiine at a
murder scene, also with a distinct penis.
So far, all the mammals represented at
Gobekli Tepe are visibly male, with the
exception of one fox, which, in place of
a penis, has several snakes coming out
of its abdomen. Perhaos the most de-
bated composition portrays a lrrlture
carrying a round object on one wing;
below its feet, a headless male torso dis-
plays yet another erect penis. On an in
formational board near the r,rrlture, tl
German and English texts mention tl
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CONTENDING WITH 
OUR BLIND SPOTS

“Clarity dissolves resistance.”
                                -Heath and Heath

“Clarity creates competence.”
             -Rick DuFour



ERGO

Educators should go to great lengths 
to make clear to students’ what 
learning matters most (Learning 
Targets) 
and what students can do to make 
progresses toward and beyond a 
Learning Target (Learning Scales). 



BIG IDEA #2



MEMORY / LEARNING EXPERIMENT

Consolidation

Interference



ERGO
Educators should require students to 
regularly return to a few recurring big 
ideas and practice a limited set of 
transferable skills over time
 

to diminish interference and
tap the power of consolidation. 
(Resist coverage!)



BIG IDEA #3



BIG IDEA #3

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

I planned what I 
was going to do 

during class.

I designed what the 
learners were going 

to do in class.

I design learning so 
that the learners 

will use their 
learning after the 

learning experience. 



ERGO

Educators should go to great lengths 
to help learners make the 
connection between today’s 
practice and an upcoming 
performance.



OUR BRAIN-BASED CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Expert
Blindspot

Educators should go to great lengths to make clear to 
students’ what learning matters most (Learning 
Targets) and what students can do to make 
progresses toward and beyond a learning target 
(Learning Scales).

Consolidation

Educators should require students to regularly return 
to a few recurring big ideas and practice a limited set 
of transferable skills over time to diminish 
interference and tap the power of 
consolidation. (Resist coverage!)

Useful
Educators should go to great lengths to help learners 
make the connection between today’s practice 
and an upcoming performance.
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DEFINING PERFORMANCE-
BASED ASSESSMENTS

(PBA)
1. Access: pklresources.weebly.com

2. Access the “Performance-Based Assessment” page

3. Read through PART 1 on the “Performance-Based 
Assessment” page and prepare to discuss:

I really like...
I’m less fond of...

I wonder...



TABLE PROMPT:
1.  I really like...

2.  I’m much less fond of...

3.  I wonder...



Think, Pair, Share: 

Think about the process of getting licensed to 
teach. What part(s) of that education were most 
meaningful and helpful to your learning how to 
teach, and what parts were less helpful?



GRANT WIGGINS

“The research on transfer stresses that students 
need to be given tasks in which the setting/
format/context/mode/language is sufficiently 
varied over time that students learn they have to 
think more flexibly...
Make clear that the initial recipe/structure/
scaffold is just that--a scaffold or crutch to be 
eventually replaced by fluid decision making.”



WIGGINS AND MCTIGHE

“Until we grasp the idea that a curriculum has no 
coherence or power divorced from vital 
accomplishments related to transfer and 
meaning, we will not avoid aimless coverage of 
content objectives. 
Nor will we have a mechanism for doing what 
we so badly need in order to achieve our goals 
an effective method of prioritizing and pruning 
content.”





GUIDED PRACTICE
-Explore resources / models.

-Draft / refine a PBA.

(Feedback Triad Forecast)



FEEDBACK TRIADS
DEBRIEF



MEMORY EXERCISE



OUR BRAIN-BASED CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK



OUR BRAIN-BASED CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Expert
Blindspot

Educators should go to great lengths to make clear to 
students’ what learning matters most (Learning 
Targets) and what students can do to make 
progresses toward and beyond a learning target 
(Learning Scales).

Consolidation

Educators should require students to regularly return 
to a few recurring big ideas and practice a limited set 
of transferable skills over time to diminish 
interference and tap the power of 
consolidation. (Resist coverage!)

Useful
Educators should go to great lengths to help learners 
make the connection between today’s practice 
and an upcoming performance.



PAUSE FOR THE CAUSE



IMPORTANT REMINDER



Ours is not the task of fixing 
the entire world all at once, 
but of stretching out to 
mend the part of the world 
that is within our reach.

-Clarissa Pinkola Estes



EXIT CARD


